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October 12, 2016
Dear Carolyn,
Thank you for your patience while I prepared this editorial letter. It’s been so much fun to dig deeper
into Rewind. It’s every bit as gripping on a second and third read. J
The plot and structure are in very good shape, which is fantastic. Another thing you’re particularly gifted
at is incorporating back story and vital information very gracefully, without slowing the pace or creating
any “info dumps.” Including a character experiencing his first rewind in chapter one is a very smart way
to show readers how things work and ground them in the world of the story, since McDennon very
naturally poses the questions readers need answered.
There are a few areas that need further development, but nothing that requires anything extreme. My
questions about the Sykes case are probably the most substantial, but it could be that answers already
exist but need to be elucidated in the text to avoid reader confusion. I’ll outline my thoughts below.
Sykes case
The Sykes case is definitely exciting and intriguing, but I found myself getting confused at times and I
had trouble following the logic in some places. Here are the elements I struggled with:
•

I don’t quite follow why Sykes would plant (or hire someone to plant) a bomb in City Hall to
warn the Center to back off. It seems like he’s very crafty about planning his crimes to avoid
rewinds—so would the Center even be involved in the investigations or would it be only a police
matter? Does Sykes even know that Ross has continued to investigate him? Also, this would be a
pretty extreme change in M.O. for Sykes after ten years of following a pattern of thievery and
pragmatic murder (killing to hide his crimes). Would it work better if the note were written
explicitly to Ross, showing that Sykes is taunting him about not being able to catch him? This
could make it more personal—specifically about Ross rather than more broadly about spinners
or the Center—and would give Ross and Alex even stronger motivation.

•

Wouldn’t Sykes and Jason both expect that Jason would be caught? He didn’t wear a disguise
when planting the bomb and they knew he would be seen in the rewind.

•

Why would Sykes/Matt need an alibi for the night Jason was killed if they have already arrested
Karl Wagner for the murder—and Ross claims to have seen him? This is the main thing I wasn’t
able to wrap my mind around, and apologies if I have misunderstood.

•

Why would finding out that Sykes/Matt has a partner be “better” (page 142)? It seems to me
like it’s just more complicated, with yet another person to catch right when they have finally
found their guy.

•

As a small note, Ross and Alex both seem surprisingly composed about finding the person
they’ve been hunting for months (or years in Ross’s case). They’re excited to have likely solved
the case, but even when Alex comes face to face with Matt she’s fairly unruffled (considering
the circumstances), other than being nervous about Ross being caught.

Ross
As we discussed on the phone, the twist of Ross being a bad guy might be predictable to some readers.
One thing that could help with this is to pull back a little on Alex’s hero worship. To me as a reader, it felt
like there was no way someone could be that perfect, so I was waiting for the realization that he wasn’t.
If you let readers see and infer how much she looks up to him rather than stating it so explicitly, it might
help create more of a surprise when the moment comes. You could also think about incorporating a hint
of a red herring to get people looking in the wrong direction. Jack? Shannon?? Readers will be pretty
sure Barnard is evil (excuse how black and white I’m making this), but aside from Ross there aren’t any
other likely candidates. Food for thought?
The change in Ross at the end is also very extreme—not necessarily a problem, only something to think
about. If he really is so doggedly after Sykes to avenge Sal’s death, there’s some humanity in that, even if
he behaves terribly to achieve it. It seems to me that you could either bring more complexity into how
he acts toward Alex at the end or give him a darker purpose.
Calvin
Calvin doesn’t quite come through as a character for me. In chapter 5, where he’s introduced, he’s
mostly a disembodied voice (heard not seen). Also, the things he says sound mildly paranoid, but he
doesn’t strike me as someone who has lost touch with reality or someone whose presence would make
others terribly uncomfortable. If he felt more real, it would pack more of a punch when he is brought to
the clinic.
World Building
By and large you have done a beautiful job of grounding readers in this world, both within and outside
the Center. The questions I have are fairly minor.
•

25 spinners live at the Center and 10 are “qualified.” What does that mean? Spinners that go on
missions? I think Calvin is included in the count of qualified spinners in the first scene in the
common room, but he can’t go on missions anymore, so I wasn’t sure about that.

•

Out of the 10 qualified spinners, 8 are named (Alex, KJ, Shannon, Jack, Calvin, Aidan, Raul, Yuki).
This feels too close to all of them to omit 2.

•

We get a bit of a sense of Aidan and Raul (Aidan makes dumb jokes; Raul sucks up to him), but
not much of Yuki. Develop her just a tad so she’s not so undefined? No need to take this too far.
It’s just a small matter that could make the Center feel even more real.

•

On page 19 you refer to characters being thrown “in solitary” for making out. This is the only
time this form of punishment is mentioned and seems very extreme for what we see of the
Center, especially since it’s common for the kids to date and have flings.

•

On page 30 it says that kids grow up in a children’s home, but they’re hanging out with the teens
in the common room in the evening. Do they really live somewhere else?

Love story
Alex and KJ’s friendship and blooming romance is lovely and the scene in which they finally fully
acknowledge their feelings is so sweet. My only thought here is that you might want to weave in some
hints of KJ’s interest/attraction or at least a few charged moments between them earlier in the book,
even if Alex second guesses them. His turnabout in chapter 10 (where he talks about wanting to spend
more time with Alex) feels abrupt. He comes across as content with Shannon, then suddenly willing to
switch to Alex in a way that feels very romantic even if Alex doesn’t let herself believe it. A tantalizing
“will they/won’t they” relationship is always great for enhancing teen appeal!
I also had a hard time getting fully on board with the idea that KJ broke up with Alex because she was
“too clingy.” Alex doesn’t come across as a clingy person by nature (unless she has changed a lot), and KJ
doesn’t seem resistant to closeness. In fact, he seems to like emotional intimacy. Also “clingy” feels like
a very adult concept for young teens. I’d actually believe it more if Alex was too emotionally distant
(though that also could sound sophisticated for their ages at the time). Maybe it felt too intense for
them to deal with at the time? Or . . .?
And here are some random questions and nitpicks . . .
Page 4: “The briefing notes said a camera caught the suspect leaving the building at the west entrance.”
How could they know he was the suspect? Because he told them what time he planted the bomb?
Page 11: “S? Does that mean Sykes set the bomb?”
Can you bring readers along on this thinking a bit more? You’d think Alex and Ross’s first thought would
be that the guy they saw plant the bomb was Sykes—but he couldn’t be because he was too young.
Therefore, they think that Sykes hired the guy they saw.
Page 11: Sykes is the name the press has given . . .
I’m curious why they chose this name.
Page 51: . . . he beat up Raul during frozen time . . .
Yikes! Maybe just “hit” or “punched”? For Jack to actually beat him up during a freeze seems pretty
sadistic, even for morally questionable Jack.
Page 52: . . . like Tom Cruise in Risky Business.
Too out of date? I don’t think many kids will have seen this movie and Tom Cruise doesn’t have the
same sex appeal as he did in the 80s.
Page 59: Under her breath, she’s humming a familiar pop tune. I can’t remember the title but I know the
chorus includes a line about being amazing, just the way you are.
Maybe this is wishful thinking, but this might not continue to be a familiar pop tune.
Page 75: . . . so what triggered the attack?
It does say on page 61 that stress can trigger time sickness, so there could be another explanation than
chronotin levels.

Page 110: “No, no, someone else. One of his associates. A guy named Karl Wagner – he’s thick with
some known drug dealers, I’ve been trying to nail him on something for years but never found anything
that sticks.” Ross grins. “I do have a lead on Sykes, though.”
I’d think Alex would ask how Ross found Karl. Later he says that he saw Karl in the rewind after Alex
passed out, but she doesn’t know that yet.
Page 110: They must have talked again after that midnight meeting to clarify what she was supposed to
do with my blood.
This might be too big a clue. Maybe bring it into Ross and Amy’s conversation rather than have Alex
come up with the justification.
Page 123: “Let’s just say our Dr. B. likes his reputation as the world’s chronotin expert, but resents that
he’s forced to do his work for a poorly funded public institution.”
My heart does a little flip. Is this the explanation for the confusing Aclisote dosages I’d seen in
Calvin’s file? I take a step towards him.
“Do you mean he’s experimenting on us?”
I find this confusing. Alex’s response seems unconnected to what Jack actually says.
I think that covers it! Let me know if you have any questions or if anything feels out of tune with your
vision for the book (or if I have misunderstood anything). I’d be glad to have a phone call to discuss or
we can talk by email. Whatever works best for you is fine.
All best,
Mary

